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The hockey player browses  through Holt Renfrew's  luxury offering, building outfits  based on prompts . Image credit: Holt Renfrew

 
By EMILY IRIS DEGN

Canadian department store chain Holt Renfrew is fusing the world of sports and fashion in a new release of the
"What Do You Wear?" series.

NHL star Mitch Marner was invited to appear in the latest episode the second one in season two. With the entire store
at his disposal, the hockey player picked out various outfits based on his lifestyle and fashion sense.

Hockey fashion
Mr. Marner is a right winger and alternative captain for the Toronto Maple Leafs ice hockey team.

Holt Renfrew gave the athlete a board that allowed for a "pick your own adventure" scenario outline, allowing for a
theme for the outfits he would build. The three categories were "Season," "Reason" and "Wildcard."

What Do You Wear? | Mitch Marner

Removing the cards that hid the options beneath, Mr. Marner went through each category to reveal the scene he'd be
dressing for. For example, the first scenario was a "winter" "road trip team dinner" where he had to bring "travel
essentials."

This campaign allows viewers to get a sense of celebrities' fashion tastes, while also getting inspiration for when
they too might find themselves in similar situations. The outline also gives Holt Renfrew a stage on which to
showcase the versatility of its  offerings.

Mr. Marner went through two diverse scenarios, walking through the department store to find clothes that matches
his sense of style and needs in the aforementioned situations.

For the hypothetical team dinner, he chose a sporty, wool Thom Browne jacket, with an Orlebar Brown hoodie
underneath. To go with it, he picked out Zegna black jeans, Christian Louboutin black leather boots and a travel-sized
pack of sundries.

Giving the brand an inside look at his lifestyle, Mr. Marner stressed his preference for the combat boots, citing their
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versatility something that is key for someone who travels often. For the same reason, he mentions he always has a
selection of sundries on him for long days on the road.

Mr. Marner detailed his  life as  a profess ional hockey player, giving scoops  about his  teammates . Image credit: Holt Renfrew

Speaking to the rest of the team's fashion sense (a topic rarely broached when athletes are interviewed), Mr. Marner
stated that urban spots are favorite style destinations for more relaxed fits.

"A city can definitely change the vibe, for sure," Mr. Marner said, in a statement.

"When we go somewhere warm, I'd say the boys try and put on a little bit more of a nicer outfit on," he said. "I think
our team is pretty crazy with our fashion and we all respect it."

The next reveal resulted in a "spring" "off-day date night" outfit, complete with the third pick of "watches."

Mr. Marner picked out a Givenchy wool and leather bomber jacket with a Sunspel cotton t-shirt underneath, paired
with Rag & Bone slim jeans and Amiri leather sneakers. For the watch wildcard, he chose a Label Noir stainless
steel submariner watch from Rolex.

For this part of the episode, he spoke about his partner, as well as the eating habits of his teammates most of which,
including him, are apparently partial to Italian food, in true carbo-loading fashion.

A third scenario was thrown in for versatility, allowing Mr. Marner to pick out an outfit of his choosing, getting to
show off his style regardless of commitments or scheduling.

Going with a colorful fit, Mr. Marner turned to Holt Renfrew pieces  to express  his  off-day s tyle. Image credit: Holt Renfrew

He went with a Diag Tag purple hoodie and Dolce & Gabbana Hawaiian shorts, and another pair of Amiri sneakers.
He topped it off with a Givenchy bucket hat.

 

Inside look
Campaigns such as this one from Holt Renfrew are exclusive looks into popular figures' wardrobes, while
simultaneously being highly-engaging ads for the brand.

The company has highlighted the fashion style of NBA star Scottie Barnes in the past, with last year's release of the
"Uninterrupted" series (see story). Mr. Barnes also put together outfits in a Toronto department store, speaking to his
taste as well as Holt Renfrew's offerings.

Across the border, American department store Saks also has adopted this form of advertisement. Recently, the
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company tapped American actor Emma Roberts to present her favorite clothing items from the store (see story).

Embracing the engagement trend of young consumers , Holt Renfrew is  well-pos itioned for the Gen Z takeover. Image credit: Holt Renfrew

This mode of advertising is becoming increasingly popular, as younger consumers take on the market a
demographic that is known to prefer engaging content over traditionally passive ads. Letting a celebrity lead the
narrative allows a company to show off merchandise without it having the insincere tone of sales pitches.

This format provides inside scoops into the lives of celebrities, relatability for the figure and specialized looks at a
company's fashion lineup, benefiting all involved.
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